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(The Landing Gear, That Is) By M. B. "Molt" Taylor (EAA 14794) Box 1171 Longview, WA 98632
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"F ALL THE things that go into the design of an aircraft that have been tried a jillion ways, perhaps the way to retract the landing gear in homebuilt aircraft has seen the greatest variety of ideas and concepts. The reason for this is, of course, the fact that there really isn't any one way to do it. Further, most of the systems have some shortcomings which just reduce their appeal to one builder or the other. While not all homebuilt designs employ retractable landing gear systems, there is an increasing trend to this sophistication as more and more builders decide that they want to make their "pride and joy" perform better, look better and embody the complication of some sort of retractable landing gear.



There is no doubt that retracting the gear adds to the performance of some designs. However, not all homebuilt designs gain enough performance improvement to make the added complication, cost, effort and weight of such a system worthwhile. In general, retracting the gear becomes more and more attractive from a performance gain standpoint as the aircraft itself is cleaned up aerodynamically, and where the drag of the gear is a substantial part of the total drag of the aircraft a retracting gear can add considerably to the end performance of the design. One should remember that adding retracting gear to some existing design can entail a lot of added complication, and even some homebuilts designed from the outset for retractable gear end up with the installation, adjustment, construction and considerations for the retracting gear system adding considerably to the cost, construction time and general complication of building the entire airplane. To be practical, any retraction system for a lightplane (particularly homebuilts) should be as lightweight
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as possible. Its fabrication should be simple and it is particularly important that the system be easily adjusted, so that a scientist isn't needed to make it work and keep it working. For some reason, probably because such systems are used in larger aircraft with retractable gear, there is a great trend toward trying to make the retractable gear systems for light aircraft operate hydraulically. While this can be done and has been done successfully for years in some production lightplanes such as the old Swift, etc., many of today's production lightplanes incorporate mechanical or electro-mechanical gear retraction systems. The early Mooney is, of course, an example of a direct mechanical gear system which is well known. Other systems using electric motors to power otherwise mechanical systems are also popular and well known. The writer knows of examples of our own Coot-Light Amphibian which employ all sorts of gear retraction systems such as hydraulic cylinders on each wheel, flex cable driven gear boxes on each wheel, direct mechanical systems such as the Johnson bar type used on the early Mooneys, and electro mechanical systems employing electric motors to drive the original mechanical system used on the prototype in which the electric motor drives the original hand operated acme thread "jack screw" through gears, chains and other ingenious mechanical mechanisms. As a designer, we have given up on trying to make any single recommendation as to how to do it, and it appears that much of the fun (which is what homebuilding is all about) of building an aircraft is to come up with your own landing gear retraction system. There are some basic considerations to be covered when one designs his own retraction system, and any system should incorporate such features as some sort of manual over-ride as a prerequisite. Thus, if the powered system doesn't work for one reason or the other, you should always have some sort of back-up method of getting the gear down. While it isn't necessary to have an alternate method of getting the gear up this is usually a side benefit of most mechanical over-ride systems and can be handy in aircraft like an amphibian where it may be desirable to retract the gear manually in order to be able to take off from the water after taxiing into it from a beach or ramp and finding that the electric or powered system just doesn't work. Hydraulic systems are quite attractive to some builders since there are various ready made components that one can obtain which make the installation of a hydraulic system appear simple and least costly to incorporate. However, there are some problems which are more or less inherent with hydraulic systems such as leakage of hydraulic fluid. This isn't so much of a problem in some installations where it can drip on the ground, but can be a real problem in an aircraft such as an amphibian where the fluid drips into the bilge of the hull. Further, hydraulic fluid is not very compatible with fiber-glass and can damage such a structure if allowed to accumulate in the hull such as we use with our Coots. Hydraulic fluid on a wood hull is not the best thing either, for that matter. Add to this the mess of leaking fluid in your fuselage or hull where you have a dusty or dirty environment, and it is at least the writer's opinion that there have to be better ways of retracting the landing gear.



Mechanical systems which are driven by electric motors have the problem of disengaging the motor drive from the actuation system in order to give manual over-ride. This usually entails some mechanism for disengaging the gear train or drive sprockets. Too often the solution to this problem entails some hard-to-operate procedure and even some store bought aircraft have very inconvenient and hard to operate over-ride systems. There is one system for gear retraction which offers
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FIAMM air pump and control relays on Mini-IMP prototype. Note position of limit switches.
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4 inch air cylinder used to retract gear on Mini-IMP prototype. Note assist spring and chain gear synchronizer.



some attractive solutions to most of the problems of the hydraulic and electro-mechanical installations and that is pneumatic operation. Unlike an oil system where manual operation necessitates some way of by-passing the hydraulic oil from one side of the actuation cylinder to the other (and the considerable effort required to move the oil from one side of the cylinder piston to the other), an air system can be easily designed which has atmospheric air pressure on both sides of the cylinder piston and both sides of the cylinder vented to atmospheric pressure when the system is not actually moving the gear.



This arrangement immediately lends itself to gravity fall of the landing gear for emergency operation. Not only is it thus very simple to over-ride, but if the system is suitably designed it isn't complicated to operate. Such an installation does need to have some sort of mechanical up and down locks since the system then shouldn't have to rely on maintaining pressure in it to hold the gear in either the extended or retracted positions. Such
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and a prototype installation has been made. The accompanying drawing schematically depicts the prototype installation used in the Mini-IMF. It should be noted that this installation does not require the use of any sort of accumulator nor does it require any pressure control



regulators or storage tanks. The system remains completely at normal atmospheric pressure until the operator moves the control lever to the desired position for the gear. A separate grip is provided on the control handle



to operate the mechanical "sears" (like a gun trigger) which lock the gear in both the up and the down position.



Thus, the operator grips the gear control lever (the gripping unlocks the gear) and moves it to the gear



position desired, where he lets go of the handle. This



action starts the air pump which then blows the gear to the desired position where it automatically latches into a locked position at that point, and this motion also stops the air pump when the gear is locked in the desired new position. By use of suitable assist springs it has been



possible to design the system in the Mini-IMF so that a



mere eight (8) pounds of air pressure is sufficient to move the gear from one position to the other (either up or down).



The little air pump used is a 20 PSI capability air pump which was originally designed to operate the air trumpets for a truck air horn installation. The pump runs on 12 volts



and draws about 15 amps while it runs. Gear retraction takes about 4-5 seconds with about the same time required to extend the gear. The schematic drawing shows the arrangements of the various components together with the limit switches which are used to start and stop the air pump. The system lends itself to a number of modifications such as an arrangement whereby the gear control lever is moved to the desired position for the gear and then the system is energized by a touch of a push button much like the hydraulic system installed in a T-6 or SNJ military trainer. Suitable lights to indicate that the gear is locked and in the desired position are indicated in the schematic. The prototype installation in the Mini-IMF uses a low cost fuel pressure gauge to indicate the very low air pressure required (0-10 PSI) and a yellow light is installed to indicate that the air pump is in operation. A suitable cut-off switch is installed to stop the air pump should the system limit switches fail to stop the pump motor. The prototype installation is equipped with an assist spring which has been rigged so that it takes exactly the same air pressure to raise the gear as it does to extend it. In an emergency all the pilot needs to do is move the gear position selection lever to the down position after gripping the gear lever handle to release the up locks. The gear will Rill F H F nuuc \jr TH U M B



From EAA Chapter 88 Newsletter "The Homebuilder" Editor: Larry Schubert



Occasionally, aircraft which have been involved in fires are repaired or "salvaged out." The question is, what is safe to use and what is not? Obviously, if the fire was in the engine compartment, the plexiglas tail light lens is safe to use. What about the parts aft of the engine and forward of the tail light lens? Now we are getting into a gray area and more information must be known. Most materials lose strength



with an increase in temperature so the rejection criteria is based on how hot the part got and for how long.



NEVER use a questionable part — SCRAP IT! Maximum



then fall about half way down at which point the pilot can easily extend the gear to the full down position by merely giving a slight tug on the elevator control to develop about IVz G pull-up, or he can put the airplane in a short tight turn and pull about ll/2 G at which point the gear is pulled to the full down position by gravity forces where it automatically latches down with the indicating light showing that the gear is down and locked. It is obvious that the simplicity of this system makes it very attractive for incorporating in a lightplane since there is no weight to the air in the system, as contracted with an oil (or hydraulic) system. Further, if the builder is designing his own system which requires even heavier operating forces than those used in the Mini-IMP, he can merely increase the diameter of the air cylinder. The Mini-IMP prototype uses a 4 inch cylinder with a 12 inch stroke. While 8 PSI will operate the system, the 20 PSI capability of the pump makes the system capable of operation under such conditions as heavy mud on the gear, or operating at higher than normal air speeds either to put the gear up or down. One thing that should be mentioned with regard to an air system is the fact that unlike an oil system where the actuating cylinder has to be completely filled with oil to move the piston of the cylinder to one extreme or the other and then the pressure built up in the filled cylinder, an air system will merely have to develop whatever air pressure is required to move the mechanism to the desired position, at which point the air pump is automatically shut off. Thus, if 8 PSI will move the gear to the desired position, that is all the pressure the pump has to develop and it only has to run long enough to develop that much pressure. A hydraulic system has to pump the cylinder full of fluid before it can be shut off. The economy as well as the basic simplicity of the air system is obvious. It is hoped that the accompanying sketches and schematic will enable other designers to take advantage of the basic advantages of an air operated landing gear retraction system, and if the writer can be of any assistance to designers or builders, do not hesitate to get in contact with us. Incidentally, the complete 4 inch air cylinder assembly only weighs 2.75 pounds and the FIAMM air pump weighs only 2.0 pounds. The dual P and D headlight relay weighs less than 0.25 pounds — so you end up with a system which only weighs a bit over 5 pounds for the entire powered gear retract installation including switches, tubing, etc. The air tubing used is vinyl plastic transparent tube used with regular compression fittings or slip-over connectors.



which has the lighter blue was the side opposite the heat source. In addition, the heated area will be smaller in circumference.



2. Zinc chromate paint primers start to tan at 450°F,



are brown at 500°F, are dark brown at 600°F and are black at 700°F. Cadmium plating starts to discolor at 500°F. Glass cloth fuses at 1200°F. Silicone rubber blisters at 700°F. Neoprene rubber blisters at 500°F. Wire insulation is a good guide to lower temperature ranges if the material is known, i.e., nylon spaghetti melts at 250-350°F. 3. Aircraft paints soften at 400°F, discolor at 600°F, blister at 800-850°F and burn off completely at 900-



950°F. Sectioning the paint with a sharp knife will disclose the overheating depth. Severe scorching will



temperatures can be estimated from the following. Thanks



blacken the surface without darkening in depth. It



from tan to light blue, to black. When examining this



without finding the paint burned all the way through. It is possible to char primer beneath the heat resisting aluminum paint without apparent "surface" burning.



to "Aircraft Fire Investigators Manual 1972." 1. Stainless steel discolors starting at 800-900°F metal,,the investigator should check both sides; the side



would be unlikely to find the metal beneath damaged
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